FACCC Communications Committee
Monday, October 11, 2021
12:00 PM – 1:00 PM

Notes
Attendees: Ryan Tripp, Berta Harris-Sutro, John Fox, Dave Balch, Deirdre Frontczak, Amy
Leonard, Elizabeth Norvell
Absent: Troy Myers, Kristin Lassonde
Staff: Ashley Hamilton; Stephanie Goldman
Review Committee Goals worksheet

All

Ryan updated committee goals & activities worksheet, committee approved
Fall FACCCTS 2021 Update

Stephanie

Designer is working on layout and timeline is on track. We’re expecting FACCCTS journal to be
sent out in about two weeks. Must “opt-in” to receive a hard copy of the journal, otherwise
everyone receives a digital version.
Authors will be able to review their articles this week for final edits before publishing.
Spring 2022 FACCCTS Article Proposals
*Open to receiving more articles for spring edition
Possible themes:
● Returning to campus
● Changes to continuities in a time of COVID
● Changes to continuities in California Community Colleges
● Times are a’Changing

All

● Periodic Changes in CCC
Pause on theme idea for now until we receive more articles.
Tentative article proposal: CA Governor Recall
Article Proposal: Land Acknowledgement (Berta Harris-Sutro)
- BIPOC committee is still working on this
Article proposal: Guided Pathways (Amy Leonard)
Article proposal: Enrollment Data (Amy Leonard)
- Article to focus on false student enrollments and tie in with enrollment declines at
community colleges.
Article proposal: Student Centered Funding Formula – How will it work? (Idea by Amy, but no
author)
Article proposal: Accreditation (Berta and Ryan to find out more info)
- Berta connected with Ian, reports she’s not sure there is much of a story available and
will look into alternative article ideas
Article/Op Ed Piece: Articulation (Elizabeth)
Current thoughts: Research perspectives on new legislation that seem destined for the
Governor’s signature (AB 982 and AB 1111). Outline what implementation may look like as part
of how Articulation and transfer has changed, and is still in transformation since SB 1440 and
SB 440 set us on this path.
- Elizabeth to connect with Dave on article information.
Article proposal: Anti-Racist Practices in the Classroom (Currently, no author assigned – Berta
might have an author in mind and will connect with Amy)
Article proposal: Changing Curriculum in English Due to Equity Concerns (Troy)
Opinion piece: Linguistics & Communication (Deirdre)
- Specific to part-timers?
- California Community Colleges curriculum in pedagogy and the difference in concepts
that are used on various campuses
- Deirdre and Ryan to discuss article specifics

Article proposal: 40 Years a Part-Time Faculty (Stephanie’s contact in SD, Carlynne)
-

Touch on the retirement issues: women are disproportionately impacted by the part-time

Article proposal: Academic Freedom – SR 45 (Wendy Brill-Wynkoop)
*Stephanie to connect with Wendy to confirm
Article proposal: AB 2705 Contingent Faculty Movement (Ryan)
-

Tie in with present day proposals. Ryan and Deirdre will connect on this.

*End of January deadline for spring articles
Future Article Proposal (Ryan - not part of spring FACCCTS) - Comparative article on COORs
for any and all requirements to complete an American Indian/Native American/Indigenous
Studies A.A. in California community colleges that offer it (excluding AI/Indigenous/NAS
courses currently offered at colleges that only fulfill requirements for Ethnic Studies and related
A.A.s).
- Example: Programs at Mt. San Jacinto, Fresno City College, Santa Barbara City College
FACCC Blog
We currently have no blogs in the que – last year our blogs did well around this time of year, it
would be great to repeat that. Ryan open to writing a blog.
Changes in safety procedures on campus – (Amy)
How PT faculty were impacted by COVID schedules (Deirdre)

Berta – Can we provide a resource list of current faculty members that are also FACCC
members? Ashley will look into distributing this.
Committee meeting is scheduled for every 2nd Monday of the month moving forward.
Adjourn 1:45 p.m.

